
T
emperature is the most

common measure of

patient health used in

modern medicine. It is widely

accepted that temperatures

deviating from normal are

associated with an ailment or

injury. A fever accompanies the

flu, increased blood flow

warms a sprained ankle, and

diabetes patients often have

cold hands or feet due to

decreased circulation.

The Thermal Image

Processor™ (TIP™) accurately

and objectively measures these temperature changes providing an invaluable new tool to aid

diagnosis and improve patient care.

The system provides medical professionals a physiological view of the body, verses the

anatomical view produced by other imaging modalities, such as x-ray and MRI. The Thermal

Image Processor is completely passive; it does not rely on ionizing radiation to capture an

image. Because there are no radiation risks associated with acquiring images, the Thermal

Image Processor may be used as often as necessary to document patient progress.

The Thermal Image Processor uses radiated heat as an indicator of the physiological activity

of the body. The system uses an infrared camera to capture images, sending the data to a work-

station for display, analysis (using advanced image analysis software), and storage. The FDA has

cleared the use of this system

for medical imaging.

The Thermal Image

Processor leverages the most

sensitive radiometric infrared

camera commercially available

to capture the most accurate

patient data. The Thermal

Image Processor is simple to

configure, allowing quick and

easy patient imaging.

Hyperthermic area indicated in

the low back and into the right

sacroilliac region is suggestive of

muscle spasm and contraction.

Diagnosis of acute torticollis,

initially indicated by intense

hyperthermic region in the 

posterior neck.

F E A T U R E S

Allows medical staff

to identify soft tissue

injuries that do not 

show up in other 

imaging modalities

Enables training staff

to administer therapy

more accurately

Produces visual 

documentation to 

support diagnosis 

and treatment plans

The radiometric infrared

camera has been cleared

for medical imaging by

the FDA

Provides patient with

visual feedback on 

treatment progress

Thermal Image Processor 
A P H Y S I O L O G I C A L V I E W O F T H E B O D Y

D A T A S H E E T



The TIP system

may be used 

in conjunction with the Photonic

Stimulator to provide patients with 

more effective treatment.

The TIP system monitor displays thermal views of the body captured by the thermal imaging

processor camera. Relevant data also appears on screen.
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“ CTI’s technology has greatly improved my ability to assist the U.S. Track & Field athletes dur-

ing their training and practice. The computerized thermal images allow me to have a unique window

on what’s happening in their bodies. This can be crucial when it comes to high-level competition,

like the Olympics, where the athletes are often faced with once-in-a-lifetime opportunities. ”
— Dean Clark, D.C., CCSP, U.S. Track & Field, 2000 Olympic Team Chiropractor

The TIP system was recently used by the

U.S. Track & Field athletes, their coaches,

trainers, and medical staff. The trainers used

the tool for information about the physical

condition of the athletes. Thermal images

captured with the TIP system provided ath-

letes with immediate feedback regarding their

physical health. Since the TIP system does

not utilize ionizing radiation, the medical

staff was able to completely document an

athlete’s treatment as it progressed, on a

daily, even hourly, basis.

Computerized Thermal Imaging (CTI),

provided equipment to the team during the

U.S. Track & Field trials in Sacramento,

California, during July, 2000. As a result of

its success in helping the athletes achieve

peak physical performance, CTI was invited

by the team to bring its equipment to train-

ing sessions in Brisbane, Australia and to the

Olympic Games in Sydney.

Dr. Dean Clark, U.S. Olympic team

chiropractor, has used computerized ther-

mal imaging in his work with track and

field team members and with athletes in his

private practice. “There is just no better way

for me to identify soft tissue issues than

with the TIP system,” says Dr. Clark. “It

gives me a unique view into the athlete’s

body and helps me not only tailor my treat-

ment but show the athlete how his body is

responding to my treatments.”

Case Study:

The TIP System

Benefits Track

and Field Team
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The TIP system

enables objective

documentation 

of a patient’s

condition before,

during, and after

a course of

treatments.

Pre-treatment

Post-treatment

O P T I C A L A N D I M A G E F E A T U R E S

• Field of View (with continuous optical zoom)

10° to 30° horizontal

5° to 20° vertical

• Spatial Resolution

600 optical lines at 30° FOV (50% modulation)

• Automatic and Manual Focus

10 cm to infinity

• Minimum Detectable Temperature Change

0.05°C at 35°C

• Spectral Response

3 to 5, 8 to 12, 2 to 12 microns

• Dynamic Range and Temperature Resolution

12-bit (1:4096)

• Detector Refresh Rate

5 to 15 frames per second

• Maximum Image Size

500 x 335 pixels

• Measurement Range

0 to 208°C

• Camera Size

10 x 11 x 13 inches

S O F T W A R E A N D I M A G E

P R O C E S S I N G F E A T U R E S

• Pop-up menus using keyboard or mouse

• High-precision pixel temperature measurement

• Shapes library includes circles, ovals, and user-defined polygons

• Real-time image subtraction using live or stored images 

(for reference)

• Up to 16 user-defined windows displayed simultaneously, each

with independent optical zoom and FOV 

• Images can be simultaneously displayed in color, gray, reverse

gray, and real-time image subtraction modes

• Continuous temperature calibration via internal blackbodies 

traceable to NIST

• Image storage and retrieval from HDD and floppy 

(including subject, time, and date stamp)

Diabetic neuropathy

diagnosed in the

feet pre- and 

post-treatment.

Post-treatment 

circulation increase 

is indicated by

more than 4.0˚C

rise in temperature.

Pre-treatment

Post-treatment
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“ I have been using the

Thermal Imaging Processor

on my patients for testing

and documentation of physi-

ologic function. I have found

it very useful with diagnosis

and choice of the most

appropriate treatments. ”
— Robert Ensley, D.C.
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As shown in this TIP image, the right hand exhibits

symptoms of reflex sympathetic dystrophy. The

decreased body temperature of the affected area is

detected by the camera and displayed in the image.

Post-treatment, the TIP system provides clear, visual evidence

that increased blood flow has returned to the affected area in the

right hand, as the average temperature in area 1 has increased

from 23.40˚C to 29.15˚C.


